OK, need to provide answers to AQ today. So

1. Are we going to deal with washout or leave to vendors?
2. Site Spoils: move to east end past the overhead electric and stage for backfill or move them offsite (much more expensive)?

thanks
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As expected, a lot of questions on washout and excavation spoils. Here’s the questions:
1. Is the Gov’t to provide a washout area?
2. Is there a spot for excavation spoils to be placed

Both are legitimate questions but I have concerns on changing from no:
1. Cost—we are out of contingency, you discussed the washout issue. Do we have a cost estimate on CBP dealing with this?
2. Excavations—we are looking at a pile of spoils sitting for up to six months. Even in limited area of construction this could be done but they have to plan it

Looking for everyone’s thoughts and inputs before we finalize answers